Winter 2019

THE MAGICAL NORTHERN LIGHTS IN LAPLAND
A cultural, photographic and fun tour
in search of the aurora borealis in the Heart of Lapland
Individuals or groups (2-30 persons), net prices start €1350

THE TOUR IN A NUTSHELL
Duration
Difficulty
Climate
Clothes
Transfers
Photographer
Departures
Participants
Meals included
Distance travelled
Countries
Main places
Airports
Highlights

5 days, 4 nights (including travel days)
Family-friendly
Cold and humid to very cold and dry (temperatures between +5 and -30C)
Bring normal winter clothes, use of professional overalls and shoes included
VIP Minibus with 18 or 32 seats, English-speaking driver
Photographer guidance available upon supplement
10 January to 10 April, upon request
2-30 people (see supplements for group size)
Half board (buffet breakfast, dinner)
About 700 km
Finland, Sweden
Haparanda, Kemi, Tornio, Aavasaksa, Kukkola
Preferred Kemi-Tornio (KEM). LLA, RVN, OUL possible with supplement
Aurora borealis, husky safari, snowmobile safari, culture, ice
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Winter 2019

TOUR PROGRAMME
[DAY 1]

WELCOME TO LAPLAND!
We welcome you at the chosen arrival airport. Transfer to your private apartment, located in a rural
environment in the town of Kukkolankoski, on the Tornio river shore. Your miniapartment is located in the
Torne River Cottage resort, which is run with positive energy by a local gentleman called Risto. Every
apartment includes a kitchenette, WC with shower, living room and three bedrooms with twin beds. One of
the rooms has private WC. Accommodation in private apartment with 2 or 3 beds and private WC/shower is
available upon supplement.
Upon arrival we serve you a traditional dinner. During the dinner, we introduce you to the travel programme
and answer any question you may have.
After dinner, weather permitting, you can try observing the Northern Lights from the cottage courtyard. The
area has low light pollution and is therefore ideal for the observation of the night sky. You may use our
riverside aurora terrace (see picture below) for observation of the night sky.
During the whole stay you can use our professional arctic overalls and shoes, which will help you stay warm.
In case of good weather, you can purchase a guided Northern Light photography safari led by our professional
photographer. The safari will be held in a picturesque location in the surroundings, with bus or snowmobile
transfer (see enclosed price list).
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[DAY 2]

SNOWMOBILE AND FISHERMEN
After breakfast, it’s time for a little adrenaline! We’ll board our snowmobiles (optional activity with
supplement – requires B driving license and good physical shape) and drive around the village, in a safari lasting
around 2 hours. You’ll drive in well-kept tracks in the forest, on lakes and possibly on the frozen river,
depending on ice condition. Our professional guides will ensure your safety. Every snowmobile is driven by a
client in front, with another sitting at the back. We’ll stop halfway for a few pictures, a hot drink and a driver
change. Those who do not wish to drive can be a passenger or sit on a sledge. In both cases full supplement
is due.
Later on, we drive across the frozen Tornio river and reach the Kukkolaforsen fishermen village, which boasts
a perfectly preserved museum area and a residential area with around 80 inhabitants. We guide you through
the small but fascinating fishing museum, where you will learn how people lived and thrived here for centuries
without technology. Later, we move into the oldest part of the village, dating back to the 1700s, and see the
flower mill, the sawmill and various other buildings in the village. There are ample photo opportunities in this
incredible place, where time seems to have stopped flowing long ago.
You will then have some time to wander freely around the village. A typical dinner based on fish will be served
in the riverside restaurant. From this spectacular rivershore location, you will taste the recipes that made chef
Margit famous worldwide. Her two bestselling books can be bought in the souvenir shop. We return to our
resort, where we can try and observe the Northern Lights.
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[DAY 3]

HUSKY AND REINDEER
After a hearty breakfast, we leave to Simo (around 50 minutes transfer time), where we are awaited by our
reindeer herders, who will tell you all about their animals, and show you how to feed them. You can also try
a short round with a sledge, for the best of fun! We later move into the kota, a cosy wooden building where
we can sip a hot drink and get a little snack.
We later transfer to Sompussaari, where our team of siberian huskies will wait for you. The dogs will howl and
become restless upon your arrival: it is not a threat, but a sign of will to start the safari! After a short security
briefing, we will start our wonderful journey through the snowy forest, lasting around 5-8 km, depending on
snow and weather condition. The area is free from human presence and allows you to enjoy the best of
Lapland’s nature.
Depending on group size, we may have to split in two or three shifts – those who have to wait can have a
short snowshoe walk in this magic forest, or simply relax by the open fire and take pictures around the area.
Our café, located in an authentic wooden house dating back to the 1900s, is ready to welcome you anytime.
After the safari, we gather in the kota (Lappish nomadic tent) where you can have coffee or hot juice. We will
tell you stories about living in the Arctic, and mushing dogs. Dinner is served nearby. After dinner, we transfer
(1h) to our apartments, where you can try and observe the Northern Lights, weather permitting.
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[DAY 4]

ICE AND SAUNA
After a buffet breakfast, we start our day on the ice. Winter ice is everywhere in Lapland. It’s so ubiquitous
that it makes it hard to think that the white matter that covers every object will soon melt and give way to
leaves, grass and open water.
With a short walk, we reach the ideal location for ice fishing. The location cannot be predetermined in
advance, as it depends on local conditions and weather. After a security demonstration, we dig a hole by hand
and try our luck catching a pike, perch or grayling. Below the thick ice cover, life thrives! While we fish, we
light the fire and prepare a snack – you can even eat the daily catch!
The most daring can try avantouinti, which consists in dipping into the river water. This practice originated in
Siberia and spread to Lapland recently, gaining widespread popularity. You will be surprised how good you
will feel after spending a minute or so in the frigid water!
Later on, we walk along the rapids of Kukkola, and meet Risto, a local fisherman, who will show us how burbot
(the only sweet water cod species) is caught through the ice by means of wooden traps. A fascinating
experience, which provides insight to century-old traditions that still thrive in the area.
At the end of this cold but rewarding day, we can have sauna, and taste burbot soup, a favourite local winter
dish, among a buffet that is served in Siikakartano, a traditional log cottage. In the evening, you can freely
observe northern lights from the aurora terrace. Bring your swimsuit!
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[DAY 5]

GOODBYE LAPLAND!
Breakfast. Private transfer to the airport. End of the tour.

[OPTIONAL DAY]

SNOWCASTLE AND ICEBREAKER – Adults €790, children 4-11 €590
After a buffet breakfast, we transfer to Kemi (45 minutes) where we visit the Snowcastle. An icon of Lapland,
this construction is rebuilt every year with a new theme, and including different kinds of rooms, only to melt
down in the spring. You have some free time to go back to your childhood and try the ice slide or enjoy a drink
in the ice bar. Snacks are available on the spot, and so is lunch in the snow restaurant (not included).
We then transfer to Ajos, the deep-water harbor located 15 minutes away. Here you board the Sampo,
Lapland’s only authentic tourist icebreaker. This majestic ship has served as a real icebreaker in the waters of
Finland, after which it was converted to leisure use. A 3-hour cruise brings you to the open water where you
can enjoy ice swimming (this time, with protective gear on). Dinner and overnight are included in the day.

Net price to agents: adults €1350, children 4-12 years €990.
Supplements (net prices):
- Return transfer to/from the Oulu, Luleå, Rovaniemi airports: €500 per group.
- 2 person private apartment: €150 per person (double usage), € 300 (single usage).
- Small group (8-15): €100 per person (including children above 4 years old)
- Private group (up to 7 people): €200 per person (including children above 4 years old)
The tour is suitable for family and children. Children up to 3 years old travel free.
OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: SNOWMOBILE
(2h, about 10-20 km depending on condition and on the clients’ physical shape, we drive on country roads
or frozen lakes/rivers)
- 2 persons per sledge: €169
- 1 person per sledge: €249
Includes fuel, insurance, rental of helmet and balaclava. Min. 4 people.
OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: NIGHT-TIME SAFARI ON A SNOWMOBILE
(3-4h, distance varies with local conditions, northern light sighting not guaranteed)
- 2 persons per sledge: €199
- 1 person per sledge: €299
Includes fuel, insurance, rental of helmet and balaclava. Min. 4 people.
OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: HUNTING NORTHERN LIGHTS WITH A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER (BY BUS)
(3-4h, distance varies with local conditions, includes an English-speaking professional photographer)
Adults: €99, children 4-12 €69. Includes a picture of clients with northern lights and a snack. Min. 4 people.
Sighting of northern lights not guaranteed.
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THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- stay in double rooms in a 3-room apartment, with buffet breakfast (min 5 persons per apartment)
- the listed meals, with water, tea or coffee
- the listed activities (save for those subject to supplement)
- all transfers with private VIP bus
- entrance fees where applicable
- rental of arctic overalls and shoes for the whole duration of the tour
- English speaking tour leader
THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- flights and ground transfers in the country of origin
- alcohol, soft drinks and extras
- non-listed meals (or meals listed as “free” or “optional”)
- personal insurance against medical expense risks, luggage damage or loss, trip cancellation
- all that is not explicitly mentioned in the programme
Northern lights are a natural phenomenon, which is very difficult to forecast and whose visibility can be
hampered by several factors (light pollution, cloud cover, location of the observer, etc.). However, we will use
our exprience to maximise the probability of observation. The observation places we select are based on
extensive knowledge of the area. Please follow our advice in all situations.
Photography equipment: no equipment is mandatory, however if you want to bring home pictures of the
Northern lights we recommend a digital reflex or last-generation mirrorless camera with a wide-angle lens
(under 30mm), a tripod and a rucksack.
The execution of activities can be hampered by the weather and other factors beyond our control. We reserve
the right to change, shorten or cancel activities without notice.

For information and reservations:
email: sales@lappone.com
mobile: +358 45 188 0577
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